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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

1.0. INTRODUCTION 

This particular study is based on determining the factors that lead to accidents in the constructions 

sites while using the updated Domino Theory by Bird and Loftus. As highlighted below, accidents 

are becoming more and more often in constructions sites (Manu et al., 2010). Van, Musonda and 

Okoro (2018) also supported the fact the increasing number of accidents on constructions sites is 

described as incredible. Along similar lines, a recent study pointed out that (1) money, (2) time 

and (3) quality are viewed as vital and as well as main factors which should be controlled with 

respect to the productivity of a project.  There researchers thereby highlighted that the focus of 

attention in regards to safety is perceived as a main issue in the construction industry (Panopoulos 

and Booth, 2007). To that effect, controlling and preventing the threatening factors which can lead 

to accidents in the construction industry. The main areas of focus therefore involve (1) background 

of study which highlights accidents in the construction industry across the globe, (2) the problem 

statement which states the issues evolving around the construction industry, (3) research 

objectives, (4) research questions, (5) the contribution of this particular research and ultimately the 

chapter 1 is summed up with (6) a research outline.  

1.1. BACKGROUND OF STUDY         

This section of the research is pondered on the previous findings and researches which are based 

on the accidents on the construction sites. According to Manu et al., (2010), globally, health and 

safety related issues are perceived as serious concerns. Considering the openness of the working 

conditions in the construction sites, the workers are unfavorably exposed to a number of risks with 

respect to their health and lives. 

Working in the construction industry is perceived as one of the most hazardous industrial activities 

in various countries. Hence, control of accident is considered as vital in the construction industry 

whereby the employers are required to assess the risks that are involved thereby taking practical 

measures to ensure and protect the health of the workers. In addition, the employers are also 

required to assess the risks aiming at minimizing them through constantly monitoring and 



surveillance of whereby the accidents are most likely to occur (Pellicer et al., 2014). Haupt and 

Pillay (2016) perceived accident as unexpected and unplanned occurrence which affronts a 

planned sequence of work which consequently results in (1) injury to the workers, (1) loss of 

production, (3) damage to plant and equipment and as well as (3) interrupting production flow. 

Tsai (2014) demonstrated a considerable lack of awareness and as well as importance for safety at 

all levels of the construction industry. Along similar lines, Culver, Marshall and Connolly (1993) 

assessed the several safety measures and hence examined the costs of the construction accidents 

to the employees. Yilmaz and Çelebi (2015) asserted at the prevents of accidents in the 

construction industry has become increasingly a significant aspect. 

The study of Pellicer et al., (2014) mostly referred to the importance of identifying the causes of 

accidents which occur at the construction sites. The researches also emphasized on the search of 

the origin of these causes. Building on this, Tsai (2014) affirmed that the risks evaluation process 

is mostly focused on the decisions which are taken about the type of preventive actions which are 

should be implemented aiming at minimizing the risks involved in the construction site. In the 

same line, the findings of Manu et al., (2010) asserted that the construction industry is considered 

as the highest risk occupational activities. To that effect, the researchers claim that statistics are 

fundamental in identifying the causes of these accidents. Likewise, statistics is also essential in 

acting as a guideline to possible intervention plans.  

1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT   

According to Gibb et al., (2014), based on statistics, the construction industry is clearly perceived 

that it is the second hazardous job after fishing industry in Europe. Wan-Lin, Shen and Zhou (2018) 

thereby added that the rate of the fatal casualties and events amounted to around 13 individuals in 

a population of 100,000 while in the other sectors there are 5 persons in a population of 100, 000. 

Kanchana, Sivaprakash and Sebastian (2015) emphasized that the construction industry constant 

remains the most dangerous industry in US and worldwide. The researchers proclaimed that 

construction employees perform daily tasks in often-crowded and occasionally hazardous settings 

to achieve their job objectives. Safety at work is described as a complex phenomenon whereby the 

level of complexity is even more in the construction industry. Building on this, Pellicer et al., 

(2014) revealed that the risks of fatality in this particular industry is five times more than in the 

manufacturing industry. The researchers also reported that each year more than 120 people are 



killed on the construction sites in UK following by more than 3000 workers who suffer from major 

injury in construction associated accidents. 

With reference to the paper of Rowlinson and Jia (2015), the construction workers dependably 

endure a disproportionately high number of fatalities and injuries compared to other workers. The 

researchers highlighted that owing to the fact that the construction workers constantly face the 

changing environment, they often experience new hazards that may go unnoticed. Sometimes 

hazards are not seen by the workers. With respect to Culver, Marshall and Connolly (1993), poor 

safety performance of the construction industry constantly gives international cause for concern. 

In this strand, the researchers highlighted that this particular industry accounts for one third of all 

work fatalities.  

These dangers which the constructions workers face involve (1) working in close proximity to 

large equipment such as trucks and cranes and contact with faulty or improperly-operated power 

tools. Tsai (2014) further elaborated that accidents within the construction sites are usually 

attributed to (1) excavation accident, (2) being struck by falling objects, (3) falls from height, (4) 

machines, (5) electrocution and (6) vehicle crash. Muhammad, Razwanul and Md (2017) also 

supported this argument and hence highlighted that accidents within the construction sites are also 

attributed to simple mistakes of the workers. The researchers also emphasized that lack of 

supervision and professional negligence lead to accidents. Following the study of Panopoulos and 

Booth (2007), the researchers attributed the accidents in the construction sites to (1) lack of 

knowledge, (2) lack of means to carry out the task safely, (3) an error of judgment and downright 

reckless. The researchers emphasized that unsafe behavior is viewed as the most significant factor 

which cause accidents in the construction industry. Referring to the analysis of Liu and Yu (2012), 

it is understood that 70% of deaths in the construction sites could have been prevented though 

positive management action.  

Terrero and Yates (1997) underlined that the impact of these mistakes can thus range from non-

serious to severe outcomes. Accidents occurred within construction sites are perceived as the most 

common issues which authorities are pondered on aiming at eliminating or mitigating the results 

of these accidents. To that effect, such accidents consequently cause the conditions to lead to 

downtime and expenses owing to the remedy and as well as the compensation. Based on the study 



of Tsai (2014), despite mechanization has mostly been combined with the construction industry, 

there are still high accident rate when compared to the other working conditions and environments. 


